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Strange and Ever After
When eleven-year-old Nelson's beloved older sister goes missing, he is devastated. She's his only friend
and means the world to him. Then his parents join the search and leave Nelson in the care of his crazy
uncle Pogo, a plumber who is working at St. Paul's Cathedral in London. There in a dusty crypt Nelson
stumbles across an ancient machine that accidentally extracts the so-called seven deadly sins from his
soul. The machine turns them into ugly, cantankerous, and embarrassing creatures who follow him
everywhere. But there is more to these monsters than meets the eye, and in this off-the-wall debut novel
about making friends and taking courage, Nelson finds that these strange newcomers are just the
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companions he needs for a quest across the globe to rescue his big sister.

Something Strange and Deadly
Discover a “roaring-and addictive-gothic world” (Publishers Weekly) in the explosive conclusion of the
Something Strange and Deadly trilogy from New York Times bestselling author Susan Dennard—now
with a gorgeous new cover. It has been a tumultuous time for Eleanor Fitt since life as she knew it in
Philadelphia came to an abrupt end. Although the Spirit-Hunters—Joseph, Jie, and Daniel—have
helped her survive, Eleanor has lost almost everything. And now, Jie has been taken by the evil
necromancer Marcus. Eleanor is determined not only to get Jie back but to finally end this nightmare.
To do so, she must navigate the hot desert streets of nineteenth-century Egypt amid the rising Dead, her
unresolved feelings for Daniel, and her volatile relationships with Joseph and with Oliver, her demon.
But it won't be easy. Because Allison, her friend from Philadelphia, has tagged along, becoming strangely
entangled in Eleanor's mission.

The Moon Dragon (The Secrets of Droon #26)
The Bone Witch meets Sherlock Holmes in this thrilling historical fantasy about a girl with the ability to
raise the dead who must delve into her city’s dangerous magical underworld to stop a series of
murders. Catherine Daly has an unusual talent. By day she works for a printer. But by night, she
awakens the dead for a few precious moments with loved ones seeking a final goodbye. But this magic
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comes with a price: for every hour that a ghost is brought back, Catherine loses an hour from her own
life. When Catherine is given the unusual task of collecting a timepiece from an old grave, she is sure that
the mysterious item must contain some kind of enchantment. So she enlists Guy Nolan, the
watchmaker’s son, to help her dig it up. But instead of a timepiece, they find a surprise: the body of a
teenage boy. And as they watch, he comes back to life—not as the pale imitation that Catherine can
conjure, but as a living, breathing boy. A boy with no memory of his past. This magic is more powerful
than any Catherine has ever encountered, and revealing it brings dangerous enemies. Catherine and
Guy must race to unravel the connection between the missing timepiece and the undead boy. For this
mysterious magic could mean the difference between life and death—for all of them.

Something Deadly
Perfect for fans of Libba Bray's The Diviners and Cassandra Clare's The Infernal Devices series, this
spellbinding sequel to Something Strange and Deadly delivers a mix of supernatural forces and intense
romance, set against the enchanting backdrop of nineteenth-century Paris. With her brother dead and
her mother insane, Eleanor Fitt is alone. Even the Spirit-Hunters—Joseph, Jie, and the handsome
Daniel—have fled to Paris. So when Eleanor hears the vicious barking of hounds and sees haunting
yellow eyes, she fears that the Dead, and the necromancer Marcus, are after her. To escape, Eleanor
boards a steamer bound for France. There she meets Oliver, a young man who claims to have known
her brother. But Oliver harbors a dangerous secret involving necromancy and black magic that entices
Eleanor beyond words. If she can resist him, she'll be fine. But when she arrives in Paris, she finds that
the Dead have taken over, and there's a whole new evil lurking. And she is forced to make a deadly
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decision that will go against everything the Spirit-Hunters stand for. In Paris, there's a price for this
darkness strange and lovely, and it may have Eleanor paying with her life.

Something Wicked This Way Comes
With nearly 2 million books in print, this Little Apple series is H-O-T, hot. The SECRET is out -DROON is the series that kids, parents, and teachers are talking about! There's no place like home! Eric
and his friends have finally restored the Rainbow Stairs, but that was the easy part. Now Gethwing is
loose in the Upper World, and the Moon Dragon is causing big trouble. Eric, Julie, and Neal have to
protect their town, but they're up against mysterious creatures, strangely-behaving parents, and powerful
magic. Can the kids stop Gethwing before he destroys the Upper World -- for good?

A Dawn Most Wicked
Susan Dennard returns with a follow up to New York Times bestselling novel Truthwitch. After an
explosion destroys his ship, the world believes Prince Merik, Windwitch, is dead. Scarred yet alive, Merik
is determined to prove his sister’s treachery. Upon reaching the royal capital, crowded with refugees,
he haunts the streets, fighting for the weak—which leads to whispers of a disfigured demigod, the Fury,
who brings justice to the oppressed. When the Bloodwitch Aeduan discovers a bounty on Iseult, he
makes sure to be the first to find her—yet in a surprise twist, Iseult offers him a deal. She will return
money stolen from him, if he locates Safi. Now they must work together to cross the Witchlands, while
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constantly wondering, who will betray whom first? After a surprise attack and shipwreck, Safi and the
Empress of Marstok barely escape with their lives. Alone in a land of pirates, every moment balances on
a knife’s edge—especially when the pirates’ next move could unleash war upon the Witchlands.
Sometimes our enemies are also our only allies At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Invisibility
"In this propulsive medical thriller--from the Pulitzer Prize winner and best-selling author--Dr. Henry
Parsons, an unlikely but appealing hero, races to find the origins and cure of a mysterious new killer virus
as it brings the world to its knees. At an internment camp in Indonesia, within one week, forty-seven
people are pronounced dead with acute hemorrhagic fever. When the microbiologist and epidemiologist
Henry Parsons travels there on behalf of the World Health Organization to investigate, what he finds
will soon have staggering repercussions across the globe: an infected man is on his way to join the
millions of worshippers in the annual Hajj to Mecca. Now, Henry joins forces with a Saudi doctor and
prince in an attempt to quarantine the entire host of pilgrims in the holy city. Matilda Nachinsky, deputy
director of U. S. Homeland Security, scrambles to mount a response to what may be an act of
biowarfare already-fraying global relations begin to snap, one by one, in the face of a pandemic. Henry's
wife Jill and their children face diminishing odds of survival in Atlanta and the disease slashes across the
United States, dismantling institutions--scientific, religious, governmental--and decimating the
population. As packed with suspense as it is with the riveting history of viral diseases, Lawrence Wright
has given us a full-tilt, electrifying, one-of-a-kind thriller"-Page 5/27
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Blythewood
Stephanie Plum, the brassy babe in the powder blue Buick is back and she's having a bad hair day -- for
the whole month of January. She's been given the unpopular task of finding Mo Bedemier, Trenton's
most beloved citizen, arrested for carrying concealed, gone no-show for his court appearance. And to
make matters worse, she's got Lula, a former hooker turned file clerk -- now a wannabe bounty hunter -at her side, sticking like glue. Lula's big and blonde and black and itching to get the chance to lock up a
crook in the trunk of her car. Morelli, the New Jersey vice cop with the slow-burning smile that
undermines a girl's strongest resolve is being polite. So what does this mean? Has he found a new love?
Or is he manipulating Steph, using her in his police investigation, counting on her unmanageable
curiosity and competitive Jersey attitude? Once again, the entire One for the Money crew is in action,
including Ranger and Grandma Mazur, searching for Mo, tripping down a trail littered with dead drug
dealers, leading Stephanie to suspect Mo has traded his ice-cream scoop for a vigilante gun. Cursed with
a disastrous new hair color and an increasing sense that it's really time to get a new job, Stephanie spirals
and tumbles through Three to Get Deadly with all the wisecracks and pace her fans have come to
expect.

Ink
Class is back in session. Sophronia continues her second year at finishing school in style--with a steelbladed fan secreted in the folds of her ball gown, of course. Such a fashionable choice of weapon comes
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in handy when Sophronia, her best friend Dimity, sweet sootie Soap, and the charming Lord Felix
Mersey hijack a suspiciously empty train to return their chum Sidheag to her werewolf pack in Scotland.
But when Sophronia discovers they are being trailed by a dirigible of Picklemen and flywaymen, she
unearths a plot that threatens to throw all of London into chaos. With her friends in mortal danger,
Sophronia must sacrifice what she holds most dear--her freedom. Gather your poison, your steel-tipped
quill, and the rest of your school supplies and join Mademoiselle Geraldine's proper young killing
machines in the third rousing installment in the New York Times bestselling Finishing School series by
steampunk author Gail Carriger.

Nicola and the Viscount
A sequel to Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea finds Violet and Neely searching for the nefarious
River through a sequence of frenzied towns before Violet begins to question Neely's trustworthiness.
Simultaneous eBook.

The Hummingbird's Daughter
“Carol Goodman’s Blythewood is reminiscent of both Harry Potter and The Diviners, but in a way
that doesn’t distract from the entertaining story within."* After narrowly escaping death in the
Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire, seventeen-year-old Avaline Hall is sent to Blythewood Academy, the
elite girls’ boarding school in New York’s Hudson Valley that her mother attended years before. Ava
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hopes to solve the mystery of her mother’s death and its connection to the students who keep
disappearing from Blythewood. But the school is not all that it appears . . . and neither is the handsome
young man who saved Ava from the fire. What’s the meaning of the extraordinary powers Ava
possesses? Who’s good and who’s evil? And who has the right to make that distinction? *review of
Blythewood by Forever Young Adult

Reawakened
Two boys' lives are changed forever when a sinister travelling carnival stops at their Illinois town.

Windwitch
#1 New York Times Bestseller A Reese Witherspoon x Hello Sunshine Book Club Pick "I can't even
express how much I love this book! I didn't want this story to end!"--Reese Witherspoon "Painfully
beautiful."--The New York Times Book Review "Perfect for fans of Barbara Kingsolver."--Bustle For
years, rumors of the "Marsh Girl" have haunted Barkley Cove, a quiet town on the North Carolina
coast. So in late 1969, when handsome Chase Andrews is found dead, the locals immediately suspect
Kya Clark, the so-called Marsh Girl. But Kya is not what they say. Sensitive and intelligent, she has
survived for years alone in the marsh that she calls home, finding friends in the gulls and lessons in the
sand. Then the time comes when she yearns to be touched and loved. When two young men from town
become intrigued by her wild beauty, Kya opens herself to a new life--until the unthinkable happens.
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Perfect for fans of Barbara Kingsolver and Karen Russell, Where the Crawdads Sing is at once an
exquisite ode to the natural world, a heartbreaking coming-of-age story, and a surprising tale of possible
murder. Owens reminds us that we are forever shaped by the children we once were, and that we are all
subject to the beautiful and violent secrets that nature keeps.

Three To Get Deadly
A New York Times Bestseller! From Colleen Houck, New York Times bestselling author of The
Tiger’s Curse, comes an epic Egyptian-inspired adventure about two star-crossed teens who must
battle mythical forces and ancient curses on a journey with more twists and turns than the Nile itself!
When seventeen-year-old Lilliana Young enters the Metropolitan Museum of Art one morning during
spring break, the last thing she expects to find is a live Egyptian prince with godlike powers, who has
been reawakened after a thousand years of mummification. And she really can’t imagine being chosen
to aid him in an epic quest that will lead them across the globe. But fate has taken hold of Lily, and she,
along with her sun prince, Amon, must travel to the Valley of the Kings, raise his brothers, and stop an
evil, shape-shifting god named Seth from taking over the world. And don't miss new adventures with
Lily in the rest of the Reawakened series: Recreated and Reunited! Praise for the Reawakened Series:
"[A] must-read for thrill-seekers and fans of alternate worlds."—RT Book Reviews "Rick Riordan fans
who are looking for another series will delight in this fantasy."—SLJ "Wonderfully written and…the
heart-pounding adventures are topped only by the heart-melting romance."—The Deseret News "A
sparkling new novel with a fully imagined world and mythos, and crackling romance! Egyptian
mythology has never been this riveting!"—Aprilynne Pike, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the
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Wings series, on Reawakened, book one in the series

Even If We Break
"Gwen is kidnapped to an island inhabited by fairies, a roguish ship captain, and bloodthirsty
beasts--and she must save their Queen before it's too late"--

Truthwitch
Ink is in their blood. On the heels of a family tragedy, Katie Greene must move halfway across the
world. Stuck with her aunt in Shizuoka, Japan, Katie feels lost. Alone. She doesn't know the language,
she can barely hold a pair of chopsticks and she can't seem to get the hang of taking her shoes off
whenever she enters a building. When Katie meets aloof but gorgeous Tomohiro, the star of the school's
kendo team, she is intrigued by him…and a little scared. His tough attitude seems meant to keep her at a
distance, and when they're near each other, strange things happen. Pens explode. Ink drips from
nowhere. And unless Katie is seeing things, drawings come to life. Somehow Tomo is connected to the
kami, powerful ancient beings who once ruled Japan—and as feelings develop between Katie and Tomo,
things begin to spiral out of control. The wrong people are starting to ask questions, and if they discover
the truth, no one will be safe.

Unhooked
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In the early nineteen hundreds, sixteen-year-old Prudence Galewski takes a job assisting the head
epidemiologist at New York's Department of Health and Sanitation, investigating the case of "Typhoid
Mary," a woman who is infecting others with typhoid fever.

Lone Survivor
Winner of the Man Booker Prize “Everything about this novel rings true. . . . Original, funny,
disarmingly oblique and unique.”—The Guardian In an unnamed city, middle sister stands out for the
wrong reasons. She reads while walking, for one. And she has been taking French night classes
downtown. So when a local paramilitary known as the milkman begins pursuing her, she suddenly
becomes “interesting,” the last thing she ever wanted to be. Despite middle sister’s attempts to avoid
him—and to keep her mother from finding out about her maybe-boyfriend—rumors spread and the
threat of violence lingers. Milkman is a story of the way inaction can have enormous repercussions, in a
time when the wrong flag, wrong religion, or even a sunset can be subversive. Told with ferocious energy
and sly, wicked humor, Milkman establishes Anna Burns as one of the most consequential voices of our
day.

Curtsies & Conspiracies
He has stolen Eleanor Fitt's heart, but who was Daniel Sheridan before he became a Spirit-Hunter? In
this suspenseful 100-page digital-original romance novella from Something Strange and Deadly author
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Susan Dennard, Daniel's past—and his first love—will be exposed. With a checkered past like Daniel
Sheridan's, landing an apprenticeship aboard the Sadie Queen was just the fresh start he was looking
for. But that's the last thing it's been. Teeming with ghosts that plague the crew with horrific nightmares,
this ship is more trouble than it's worth to Daniel. Except for Cass. . . . Gorgeous and stubborn to a fault,
apprentice pilot Cassidy Cochran is the one thing keeping Daniel on board. Though they started as best
friends, their relationship has grown into something more intense. Their stolen, sometimes steamy
moments have Daniel feeling something he never thought possible: love. Enlisting the help of a shorttempered Chinese boy named Jie and a Creole gentleman named Joseph, the three attempt to rid the
boat of the ghosts—for if they don't, the Sadie Queen will be put out of business. And with Cass's fatallyill sister in need of expensive medical help, Daniel is more determined than ever to save the ship. But
when he discovers that the ghosts are linked to a dangerous curse whose caster wants everyone on board
dead, Daniel will come face-to-face with an evil so dark, so wicked, that it will change the course of his
life forever. Epic Reads Impulse is a digital imprint with new releases each month.

Magic Dark and Strange
Dean Koontz, the bestselling master of suspense, invites you into the shocking world of Moonlight
Cove—where four unlikely survivors confront the darkest realms of human nature. The citizens of
Moonlight Cove, California, are changing. Some are losing touch with their deepest emotions. Others
are surrendering to their wildest urges. And the few who remain unchanged are absolutely terrified—if
not brutally murdered in the dead of night
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The End of October
While walking her poodle, Olivia Limoges discovers a dead body buried in the sand. Could it be
connected to the bizarre burglaries plaguing Oyster Bay, North Carolina? At every crime scene, the
thieves set up odd tableaus: a stick of butter with a knife through it, dolls with silver spoons in their
mouths, a deck of cards with a missing queen. Olivia realizes each setup represents a cliché. And who
better to decode the cliché clues than her Bayside Book Writers group?

A Darkness Strange and Lovely
When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know what to make of it. But as Martians emerge and
begin killing bystanders, it quickly becomes clear—England is under attack. Armed soldiers converge on
the scene to ward off the invaders, but meanwhile, more Martian cylinders land on Earth, bringing
reinforcements. As war breaks out across England, the locals must fight for their lives, but life on Earth
will never be the same. This is an unabridged version of one of the first fictional accounts of
extraterrestrial invasion. H. G. Wells's military science fiction novel was first published in book form in
1898, and is considered a classic of English literature.

A Deadly Cliche
Few could argue that the exclusive island of San Martin is anything less than paradise. In this wealthy
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enclave, veterinarian Markie Cross has a thriving practice, but her almost psychic connection to animals
has made human relationships—especially with men—harder to navigate. Until mystery, murder and
something unfathomable shatter her world… People are dying strange, unexplained deaths. Island
medical examiner Declan Quinn is stunned at the unearthly condition of the bodies, and he and Markie
share a dark suspicion that something terrifying and impossible is at work here. Something that may not
be human. As a sinister message becomes clearer, Markie and Dec race to understand the tragic history
of this island paradise and unlock the true nature of the evil now descending. Because if they can't,
Markie may become the next victim….

Deadly
In this inventive, fast-paced novel, New York Times bestselling and Printz Award-winning author Paolo
Bacigalupi takes on hard-hitting themes--from food safety to racism and immigration--and creates a
zany, grand-slam adventure that will get kids thinking about where their food comes from. The zombie
apocalypse begins on the day Rabi, Miguel, and Joe are practicing baseball near their town's local
meatpacking plant and nearly get knocked out by a really big stink. Little do they know the plant's toxic
cattle feed is turning cows into flesh-craving monsters! The boys decide to launch a stealth investigation
into the plant's dangerous practices, unknowingly discovering a greedy corporation's plot to look the
other way as tainted meat is sold to thousands all over the country. With no grownups left they can trust,
Rabi and his friends will have to grab their bats to protect themselves (and a few of their enemies) if they
want to stay aliveand maybe even save the world.
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Milkman
Lemony Snicket meets Oscar Wilde meets Edgar Allan Poe in this exciting and scary middle-grade novel
inspired by The Picture of Dorian Gray -- a family curse is unleashed! Bryony Gray is becoming famous
as a painter in London art circles. But life isn't so grand. Her uncle keeps her locked in the attic, forcing
her to paint for his rich clients . . . and now her paintings are taking on a life of their own, and customers
are going missing under mysterious circumstances. When her newest painting escapes the canvas and
rampages through the streets of London, Bryony digs into her family history, discovering some rather
scandalous secrets her uncle has been keeping, including a deadly curse she's inherited from her missing
father. Bryony has accidentally unleashed the Gray family curse, and it's spreading fast. With a little help
from the strange-but-beautiful girl next door and her paranoid brother, Bryony sets out to break the
curse, dodging bloodthirsty paintings, angry mobs and her wicked uncle along the way.

A Spark Unseen
Sharon Cameron, award-winning author of ROOK and THE DARK UNWINDING, weaves a
thrillingly dark mystery brimming with intrigue and romance, in which things are not always what they
seem to be. When Katharine Tulman wakes in the middle of the night and accidentally foils a
kidnapping attempt on her uncle, she realizes Stranwyne Keep is no longer safe for Uncle Tully and his
genius inventions. She flees to Paris, where she hopes to remain undetected and also find the mysterious
and handsome Lane, who is suspected to be dead. But the search for Lane is not easy, and Katharine
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soon finds herself embroiled in a labyrinth of political intrigue. And with unexpected enemies and allies
at every turn, Katharine will have to figure out whom she can trust--if anyone--to protect her uncle from
danger once and for all. Filled with deadly twists, whispering romance, and heart-stopping suspense, this
sequel to THE DARK UNWINDING whisks readers off on another thrilling adventure.

Zombie Baseball Beatdown
A NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST "Brilliant, honest, and equal parts heartbreaking and soulhealing." --Laurie Halse Anderson, author of SHOUT "A singular voice in the world of literature."
--Jason Reynolds, author of Long Way Down A powerful coming-of-age story about grief, guilt, and the
risks a Filipino-American teenager takes to uncover the truth about his cousin's murder. Jay Reguero
plans to spend the last semester of his senior year playing video games before heading to the University
of Michigan in the fall. But when he discovers that his Filipino cousin Jun was murdered as part of
President Duterte's war on drugs, and no one in the family wants to talk about what happened, Jay
travels to the Philippines to find out the real story. Hoping to uncover more about Jun and the events
that led to his death, Jay is forced to reckon with the many sides of his cousin before he can face the
whole horrible truth -- and the part he played in it. As gripping as it is lyrical, Patron Saints of Nothing is
a page-turning portrayal of the struggle to reconcile faith, family, and immigrant identity.

Waistcoats & Weaponry
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A young private investigator learns the price of keeping deadly secrets when a vicious killer sets his sights
on her in this pulse-pounding thriller from the USA TODAY and New York Times bestselling author.
Private investigator Kira Vance spends her days navigating the intricate labyrinth of Houston’s legal
world, and she knows all of its shadowy players and dark secrets. On a seemingly normal day, she’s
delivering a report to her top client when suddenly everything goes sideways and the meeting ends in a
bloodbath. Twenty-four hours later, the police have no suspects but one thing is clear: a killer has Kira
in his sights. Fiercely independent, Kira doesn’t expect—or want—help from anyone, least of all an
unscrupulous lawyer and his elite security team. Instead, she launches her own investigation, hoping to
uncover the answers that have eluded the police. But as Kira’s hunt for clues becomes more and more
perilous, she realizes that she alone may hold the key to finding a vicious murderer. And she knows she
must take help wherever she can find it if she wants to stay alive… Written with Laura Griffin’s
signature “gritty, imaginative, sexy” (Cindy Gerard, New York Times bestselling author) style, Her
Deadly Secrets is an electrifying and scintillating novel that packs a powerful punch.

Where the Crawdads Sing
What's it like to hear your skull crack in a grizzly bear's jaws? Or have a hyena drag you from a tent at
night - by your face? Or lose a fight to a pair of whitetip sharks deep underwater? Here you will witness
the world's most bizarre and terrifying encounters between man and beast: the cougar that can clear an
eight-foot fence with a fully grown man in its jaws; the tapeworm that grows to eighty-two feet in the
human gut; the elephant that single-handedly destroyed an oil-tanker. Featuring the most formidable
predators on land and sea - as well as the most gut-churning and inventive hazards that mother nature
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has to offer - Deadly Animals is a truly gripping journey to the dark side of the animal kingdom . . .
'When it comes to the most deadly animals on the planet it is best to be prepared. With Deadly Animals
forewarned is forearmed . . .' Bear Grylls 'A remarkably thoughtful catalogue of animal savagery. The
serious, adult equivalent of that splendid programme Deadly 60.' Daily Mail 'Grice treats his deadly
subject with wit and wry humour. Includes personal encounters with cougars, black widow spiders and a
mouse that defecated in his strawberry pie' Independent 'Nature writing - but not as you know it . . .'
The Times

Deadly
"Immersive and captivating. Thrilling in every sense of the word."—KAREN M. MCMANUS, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of One of Us is Lying and One of Us is Next From #1 New York Times
bestselling author Marieke Nijkamp comes a shocking new thriller about a group of friends tied together
by a game and the deadly weekend that tears them apart. FIVE friends go to a cabin. FOUR of them
are hiding secrets. THREE years of history bind them. TWO are doomed from the start. ONE person
wants to end this. NO ONE IS SAFE. Are you ready to play? Also by Marieke Nijkamp: This Is Where
It Ends Before I Let Go

Midnight
Nicola always gets what she wants. Nicola Sparks, sixteen and an orphan, is ready to dive headlong into
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her first glittering London society season. She's also ready to dive headlong into the arms of handsome
and debonair Lord Sebastian Bartholomew. Nicola's dream is a proposal from the viscount—a dream
she's about to realize at last! So naturally, Nathaniel Sheridan's insinuations about her fiancé's flawed
character annoy her mightily. But when Nicola's natural curiosity gets the best of her, she begins to piece
together a few things for herself. To her great surprise, Nicola realizes she's had the wrong viscount all
along . . . but is it too late to make things right?

Between the Spark and the Burn
Discover an epic historical novel of a young saint escaping death from Pulitzer Prize finalist Luis Alberto
Urrea, author of The House of Broken Angels. This historical novel is based on Urrea's real great-aunt
Teresita, who had healing powers and was acclaimed as a saint. Urrea has researched historical accounts
and family records for years to get an accurate story.

The War of the Worlds
On a continent ruled by three empires, everyone is born with a "witchery," a magical skill that sets them
apart from others. Now, as the Twenty Year Truce in a centuries long war is about to end, the balance
of power-and the failing health of all magic-will fall on the shoulders of a mythical pair called the Cahr
Awen. The biggest thing on Safi and Noelle's minds is saving money for their planned future in the
Hundred Isles. Noelle, a Threadwitch, can see the emotional Threads binding the world. Safi, on the
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other hand, is a Truthwitch-she always knows when a person is telling a lie. A powerful magic like that is
something people would kill to have on their side-or to keep off their enemy's side-and so Safi cannot
even admit what she truly is. With the help of the cunning Prince Merik (a Windwitch and privateer) and
the hindrance of a Bloodwitch bent on revenge, the friends must rise above their doubts and fight to
learn who they are and what they are made of, if they are going to stay alive and preserve the balance of
their world. "An instant new classic."--Sarah J. Maas, New York Times bestselling author of Throne of
Glass, on Susan Dennard's Truthwitch At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Her Deadly Secrets
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson: his debut novel for the young adult
audience More than anything, Joel wants to be a Rithmatist. Chosen by the Master in a mysterious
inception ceremony, Rithmatists have the power to infuse life into two-dimensional figures known as
Chalklings. Rithmatists are humanity's only defense against the Wild Chalklings—merciless creatures
that leave mangled corpses in their wake. Having nearly overrun the territory of Nebrask, the Wild
Chalklings now threaten all of the American Isles. As the son of a lowly chalkmaker at Armedius
Academy, Joel can only watch as Rithmatist students study the magical art that he would do anything to
practice. Then students start disappearing—kidnapped from their rooms at night, leaving trails of blood.
Assigned to help the professor who is investigating the crimes, Joel and his friend Melody find themselves
on the trail of an unexpected discovery—one that will change Rithmatics—and their world—forever.
Bestselling author Brandon Sanderson brings his unique brand of epic storytelling to the teen audience
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with an engrossing tale of danger and suspense—the first of a series. With his trademark skills in worldbuilding, Sanderson has created a magic system that is so inventive and detailed that that readers who
appreciate games of strategy and tactics just may want to bring Rithmatics to life in our world. A Kirkus
Reviews Best Book of 2013 A New York Times Book Review Notable Children's Book of 2013 At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Witchshadow
Does one need four fully grown foxgloves for decorating a dinner table for six guests? Or is it six
foxgloves to kill four fully grown guests? Sophronia's first year at Mademoiselle Geraldine's Finishing
Academy for Young Ladies of Quality has certainly been rousing! For one thing, finishing school is
training her to be a spy (won't Mumsy be surprised?). Furthermore, Sophronia got mixed up in an
intrigue over a stolen device and had a cheese pie thrown at her in a most horrid display of poor
manners. Now, as she sneaks around the dirigible school, eavesdropping on the teachers' quarters and
making clandestine climbs to the ship's boiler room, she learns that there may be more to a field trip to
London than is apparent at first. A conspiracy is afoot--one with dire implications for both supernaturals
and humans. Sophronia must rely on her training to discover who is behind the dangerous plot-and
survive the London Season with a full dance card. In this bestselling sequel to New York Times
bestselling Etiquette & Espionage, class is back in session with more petticoats and poison, tea trays and
treason. Gail's distinctive voice, signature humor, and lush steampunk setting are sure to be the height of
fashion this season.
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The Deadly 7
A magical romance between a boy cursed with invisibility and the one girl who can see him, by New
York Times bestselling authors Andrea Cremer (Nightshade) and David Levithan (Every Day) Stephen is
used to invisibility. He was born that way. Invisible. Cursed. Elizabeth sometimes wishes for invisibility.
When you’re invisible, no one can hurt you. So when her mother decides to move the family to New
York City, Elizabeth is thrilled. It’s easy to blend in there. Then Stephen and Elizabeth meet. To
Stephen’s amazement, she can see him. And to Elizabeth’s amazement, she wants him to be able to
see her—all of her. But as the two become closer, an invisible world gets in their way—a world of
grudges and misfortunes, spells and curses. And once they’re thrust into this world, Elizabeth and
Stephen must decide how deep they’re going to go—because the answer could mean the difference
between love and death. Praise for INVISIBILITY * " Levithan and Cremer again prove themselves
masters of their craft. The inventive, enrapturing story that follows involves spellseekers and a cursecasting grandfather, but Stephen’s and Elizabeth’s journey is largely about redemption, selfacceptance, and love. Cremer and Levithan make Stephen’s invisibility something every reader can
relate to, and therein lies the magic." --Publishers Weekly, starred review "A must-read for both the
realist and the romantic!" --Teen Vogue "[An] enigmatic mash-up of fantasy and romance set in
contemporary real-world Manhattan. The collaboration of Levithan and Cremer creates a seamless
narrative." --Booklist “Once in a while, along comes a book like this one, written by two great authors,
with a fun premise and nice execution, and I don't feel like I need to cover my enjoyment of it with a
cough and a sheepish grin. So thanks for that, Andrea Cremer and David Levithan!” --ForeverYA
"Cremer and Levithan craft a tale of love and magic in their first collaborative effort." --School Library
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Journal "A fast-paced supernatural thriller that will surely leave readers wanting more.[A] love child of
Buffy the Vampire Slayer and Levithan’s Every Day." --Kirkus Reviews From the Hardcover edition.

The Rithmatist
Sixteen-year-old Eleanor Fitt’s brother is missing. And when she discovers that the Dead are rising in
Philadelphia and wreaking havoc throughout the city, she knows that her brother is involved. So Eleanor
enlists the help of the Spirit-Hunters. This motley crew, hired to protect the city from supernatural
forces, is after the necromancer who has been reanimating corpses. Their skills can save her brother. But
as Eleanor spends time with the Spirit-Hunters, and their handsome inventor, Daniel, the situation
becomes dire. Now not only is her reputation at risk, but her very life may hang in the balance. In
Something Strange and Deadly, the first book in a trilogy, Susan Dennard weaves together vividly
imagined scenes of action, adventure, and gorgeous Victorian fashion to create an entertaining
steampunk tapestry of humor, horror, and romance. Readers who love Cassandra Clare’s Infernal
Devices series will be intrigued from the start.

The Strange and Deadly Portraits of Bryony Gray
The inspiration for a major motion picture by Mark Wahlberg: A Navy SEAL's firsthand account of
American heroism during a secret military operation in Afghanistan. On a clear night in late June 2005,
four U.S. Navy SEALs left their base in northern Afghanistan for the mountainous Pakistani border.
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Their mission was to capture or kill a notorious al Qaeda leader known to be ensconced in a Taliban
stronghold surrounded by a small but heavily armed force. Less then twenty-four hours later, only one of
those Navy SEALs remained alive. This is the story of fire team leader Marcus Luttrell, the sole survivor
of Operation Redwing, and the desperate battle in the mountains that led, ultimately, to the largest loss
of life in Navy SEAL history. But it is also, more than anything, the story of his teammates, who fought
ferociously beside him until he was the last one left-blasted unconscious by a rocket grenade, blown over
a cliff, but still armed and still breathing. Over the next four days, badly injured and presumed dead,
Luttrell fought off six al Qaeda assassins who were sent to finish him, then crawled for seven miles
through the mountains before he was taken in by a Pashtun tribe, who risked everything to protect him
from the encircling Taliban killers. A six-foot-five-inch Texan, Leading Petty Officer Luttrell takes us,
blow by blow, through the brutal training of America's warrior elite and the relentless rites of passage
required by the Navy SEALs. He transports us to a monstrous battle fought in the desolate peaks of
Afghanistan, where the beleaguered American team plummeted headlong a thousand feet down a
mountain as they fought back through flying shale and rocks. In this rich, moving chronicle of courage,
honor, and patriotism, Marcus Luttrell delivers one of the most powerful narratives ever written about
modern warfare -- and a tribute to his teammates, who made the ultimate sacrifice for their country.

Patron Saints of Nothing
Susan Dennard's New York Times bestselling, young adult epic fantasy Witchlands series continues with
Witchshadow, the story of the Threadwitch Iseult. War has come to the Witchlands . . . and nothing will
be the same again. Iseult has found her heartsister Safi at last, but their reunion is brief. For Iseult to stay
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alive, she must flee Cartorra while Safi remains. And though Iseult has plans to save her friend, they will
require her to summon magic more dangerous than anything she has ever faced before. Meanwhile, the
Bloodwitch Aeduan is beset by forces he cannot understand. And Vivia—rightful queen of
Nubrevna—finds herself without a crown or home. As villains from legend reawaken across the
Witchlands, only the mythical Cahr Awen can stop the gathering war. Iseult could embrace this power
and heal the land, but first she must choose on which side of the shadows her destiny will lie. The
Witchlands #1 Truthwitch #2 Windwitch #3 Bloodwitch #4 Witchshadow Sightwitch (illustrated
novella) At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

Deadly Animals
Amy has disappeared and her boyfriend Eric is the number one suspect, so while Amy is locked away
somewhere following bizarre instructions from her kidnapper, Eric is doing everything he can to find
her.
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